WHO Urges Massive Investment in Health Programs
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Leading health and science experts say improving health is essential for reducing poverty around the world. Health experts say the world must immediately increase funding in health programs in order to achieve U.N. targets set five-years ago.

At a summit on the millennium in 2000, the United Nations established a goal of cutting global poverty in half by the year 2015. The director-general of the World Health Organization, Lee Jong-wook, says health is at the heart of the U.N. Millennium Development Project to reduce poverty.

"In many situations, improved health is impossible without poverty reduction just as health is indispensable for the fight against poverty," he said.

The United Nations estimates more than one billion people in the world live on less than $1 a day and nearly three billion more struggle to survive on less than $2 a day. The World Health Organization (WHO) says poverty leads to ill health and this results in more than 11 million child deaths a year, six million of them from preventable diseases.

Health experts say Africa is the continent that suffers most from poverty and disease.

For example, WHO finds more than 50 percent of Africans suffer from water-related diseases such as cholera and infant diarrhea. It says more than one million children in Africa die of malaria every year; more people in Africa are infected with HIV and die of AIDS-related causes than anywhere else in the world.
The Millennium Project set up five groups to tackle problems of HIV, tuberculosis, malaria, access to essential medicines and child and maternal health.

U.N. project health advisor Margaret Kruk says all the groups agree that health systems in the poor countries must be strengthened, that official development aid should be increased, and special attention be given to female health and AIDS prevention.

"It wants to infuse prevention with the same urgency now that we are now seeing in the treatment efforts,? she said. ?In countries with concentrated epidemics, the group recommends focusing prevention and treatment efforts on vulnerable groups. In particular enhancing their human rights and their status in society as a way of preventing spread, but also of recognizing the stand-alone human rights of those groups."

In addition to strengthening the AIDS-prevention campaign, Millennium Project advisers are also calling for wider distribution of insecticide-treated nets and malaria drugs to people living in malaria infested communities. They are also seeking more intensive TB care, as well as greater health services for expectant mothers and skilled attendants at delivery to reduce child and maternal deaths.

The Millennium Project says meeting the goal of cutting poverty in half by 2015 will not be cheap. It estimates it will cost 135-billion dollars in 2006, increasing to $195 billion by 2015.
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Rebuilding The Fishing Industry, After Tsunami

From Asia to Africa, the December tsunami killed at least 160-thousand people, and scoured shorelines of buildings and other structures. Among the hardest hit were those who made their living from the sea. For
millions of fishers and their families, the Indian Ocean was the source of their food and...
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**UN Says Aceh Gunfire no Cause for Alarm for Relief Workers**

The United Nations says the long-standing conflict between separatist rebels and the Indonesian military is not hampering its aid efforts in the tsunami devastated region of Aceh, but acknowledges precautions are in place after gunfire broke out near its headquarters in the capital of Banda Aceh. Automatic gunfire broke out early Sunday near the U.N. tsunami relief headquarters in Banda Aceh, injuring no one, but causing alarm to nearby residents. The U.N...
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**Cholera Outbreak Kills Dozens in Nigeria**

Health officials in Nigeria say 46 people are dead and 100 others hospitalized after a cholera outbreak in a southwestern village. The outbreak began two weeks ago in Kusa, about 50 kilometers from the city of Ibadan, the capital of the state of Oyo. State government officials say they rushed medical teams to Kusa and surrounding villages and towns. The outbreak is now under control. Cholera is a waterborne disease that causes vomiting, diarrhea and...
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**Experts Say Malaria Can Be Eradicated, but More Money**
Needed in Fight

Experts on malaria say the obstacle to reducing the disease in Africa is no longer technical, but financial. They point to recent scientific advances against the virus, which they say can dramatically cut its incidence if more money is forthcoming. Leaders of groups fighting malaria briefed congressional staff members on the progress being made in medicines, a vaccine, and other anti-malaria technology. Combined with their message was an appeal to boost the U.S. commitment...